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TiPS Celebrates 20 Years of Alarm Management
In 2008, TiPS celebrates 20 years in the field of alarm management. It all started with a seemingly
innocent consulting job to, “Do something about that @#!& printer!” The solution was a custom-written
software program, widely recognized today as LogMate. Today’s LogMate is much more advanced than it
was back then, but TiPS owes 20 years of success to the little program that could.
Robert Weibel, President of TiPS, Incorporated, has been a part of the company for almost its entire
history, “For a company to make it to 20 years old is quite an accomplishment. We are particularly proud
to have done so while remaining focused on our core competency. A lot has changed in alarm
management in 20 years, and TiPS will continue to promote a broader understanding of the benefits of
alarm management and will continue to provide cutting edge alarm management technology. We’re
looking forward to the next 20 years, what they will bring, and what we will contribute.”
TiPS’ 20th anniversary will be celebrated throughout 2008, but will be most tangible at the 2nd annual TiPS
User Conference, this year to be held at the InterContinental in Houston, TX, April 23-25. “The user
conference is always a time of high energy and excitement about new things,” adds Chris Wilson,
Marketing Manager for TiPS. “This year will be particularly special in the recognition that after 20 years,
our momentum is still strong.”
To celebrate online, TiPS raided the LogMate archives and made a small LogMate “museum”. To view a
selection of scanned LogMate manual title pages, visit the History page at: www.tipsweb.com/history/.
About TiPS:
TiPS Incorporated is celebrating 20 years of delivering cutting edge tools for maximizing the capabilities
of operators and operations management. Our clients recognize the critical role of the operator in
reaching business objectives. We help them improve operational performance through targeted
enhancement of the operator environment. Until human intuition and comprehension can be replicated,
operators will remain the last line of defense against unplanned outages. TiPS will be there to provide the
tools and expertise necessary to empower your operating team. Learn more at www.tipsweb.com.
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